Paul Cézanne
Montagne Sainte-Victoire (Landscape with Mont Sainte-Victoire), 1897

Oil on canvas, laid down on plywood, 73 x 91.5 cm
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Note:
The catalogue raisonné by John Rewald lists the Knoedler Galleries, and Ms. Joan Whitney Payson, both of New York, as previous owners of this work. In the most current, online catalogue raisonné, both of these names are no longer included in the provenance history.

This work is documented, until at least 1940, as the property of the artist’s son, Paul Cézanne, junior (1872–1947).

In 1940, Cézanne deposited some works in a bank vault that the Cézanne family shared with the family of Pierre-Auguste Renoir at the Banque de l’Union Parisienne. Research shows that the Nazi authorities temporarily place a security order on the contents of said vault; however, that order was subsequently lifted on account of the fact that the owners were not Jewish.

The personal papers found in Cornelius Gurlitt’s Salzburg home include a collection of about 2,400 photographs of artworks. Photograph no. 10_F1004 is a reproduction of this work, with a typewritten, undated statement of authenticity issued by Marie Cézanne of Aix-en-Provence, and Paul Cézanne junior of Paris.
A reference to a Cézanne work titled *S. Victoir* [sic] can be found in the correspondence of Hildebrand Gurlitt. It was sent to a restorer in December 1947.

The original report on the provenance of this work, as submitted to the Task Force Schwabing Art Trove, was made accessible online at www.taskforce-kunstfund.de as of 14 January 2016. That report was updated by the Gurlitt Provenance Research Project on 15 August 2017.

Rights:
All rights to this report belong to the German Lost Art Foundation under whose administration the Gurlitt Provenance Research Project operates.

Disclaimer:
The Gurlitt Provenance Research Project, as the successor to the Task Force Schwabing Art Trove, focused exclusively on the provenance of the artwork described in this report. This report does not purport to make pronouncements on any legal claims and legal positions. Where individuals are referred to as descendants, this term is not legally binding. No liability will be accepted for conclusions drawn by third parties based on this report.

The Gurlitt Provenance Research Project endeavoured to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information provided in this report. No liability will be accepted, in particular, for the accuracy of the used sources; the facts, analyses and conclusions contained therein; the exhaustiveness of research and evaluation of the available source material; any analyses or conclusions drawn from the sources in the course of research; the findings on the subject of the report and how they were derived; the authenticity of the artwork, its attribution to a particular artist, and/or its monetary value.

The conclusions drawn in this report may be revised, should additional relevant material be discovered. The Gurlitt Provenance Research Project welcomes any information that may augment or clarify the provenance of this work.